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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the pioneering works of G. Lusztig and M. Kashiwara on special
bases for quantum groups, a lot of work has been done on the com-
binatorial structure of these bases. Although Lusztig’s canonical bases and
Kashiwara’s global crystal bases were shown by Lusztig to coincide when-
ever both are defined, their constructions are quite different and lead to
different combinatorial parametrizations. In this paper we will only discuss
the basis in the q-deformation U&q (g) of the universal enveloping algebra of
the nilpotent part of a KacMoody Lie algebra g; understanding this basis
is an essential first step toward understanding the bases in all the integrable
highest weight modules of g. Lusztig’s approach (see [17] and references
there) works especially well when g is a semisimple Lie algebra of simply
laced type. In this case, every reduced expression for the maximal element
of the Weyl group gives rise to a bijective parametrization of the canonical
basis in U&q (g) by the semigroup Z
N
0 of all N-tuples of non-negative
integers, where N is the number of positive roots of g. These parametriza-
tions were studied in Lusztig’s papers and also in [1].
Kashiwara’s construction [6] of the global crystal basis in U&q (g) is
more elementary and works for an arbitrary KacMoody algebra. The
price for this is that the parametrizing sets for the basis in Kashiwara’s
approach are more complicated than just ZN0. In the literature, one can
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find several kinds of combinatorial expressions for crystal bases. As shown
in [12, 18], crystal bases of finite-dimensional simple modules for classical
Lie algebras can be parametrized by Young tableaux and their analogues.
For affine Lie algebras, crystal bases of integrable highest weight modules
can be expressed as infinite sequences of perfect crystals ([10, 11]) or
extended Young diagrams ([5]). More generally, in [15, 16] for any
symmetrizable KacMoody algebra, crystal bases are realized in terms of
certain polygonal paths. Although this presentation is elegant, it is not very
convenient for actual computations with the basis.
In this paper we study bijective parametrizations of the crystal basis for
U&q (g) by integer sequences satisfying certain linear inequalities. In more
geometric terms, the basis vectors should be parametrized by lattice points
in some polyhedral convex cone; this is what we mean by ‘‘polyhedral
realizations’’ in the title of the paper. If g is semisimple, then, similarly to
Lusztig’s parametrizations, a polyhedral realization is naturally associated
with every reduced expression for the maximal element of the Weyl group.
This can be done using Kashiwara’s theory of tensor products of crystals,
or, equivalently, using the ‘‘string parametrizations’’ studied in [2, 3]. In
fact, such a realization makes sense for arbitrary KacMoody algebras,
where reduced expressions for the maximal element of the Weyl group are
replaced by certain infinite sequences of indices.
In this paper we deal with the following problem: describe explicitly
complete systems of linear inequalities that define all polyhedral realiza-
tions of the crystal basis in U&q (g). Such a description was recently found
by P. Littelmann (private communication) for all semisimple Lie algebras,
using a case-by-case analysis. Littelmann only treats some specific choice
of a reduced expression (for the type An , the corresponding result was
already obtained in [2]). We would like to find a unified description of all
polyhedral realizations for an arbitrary KacMoody algebra. For Kac
Moody algebras of rank 2, such a description was found by M. Kashiwara
in [8, Proposition 2.2.3] (this description is sharpened in Theorem 4.1
below). The main result of the present paper (Theorem 3.1 below) is a
generalization of this description to KacMoody algebras of an arbitrary
rank. The answer is given in terms of certain piecewise-linear transforma-
tions of Z. Unfortunately, our main result is only proved under certain
technical assumptions. These assumptions are checked to be valid in many
cases, including the ordinary and affine Lie algebras of type A. It is even
conceivable that they are always satisfied (see the discussion in Section 3
below).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review crystals and
their basic properties. We also introduce our main object of study, the
crystal B() corresponding to U&q (g). We then describe the Kashiwara
embedding of B() into the lattice Z. Our main theorem is formulated
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and proved in Section 3: this is a description of the image of the Kashiwara
embedding. In the rest of the paper (Sections 4, 5, and 6), we apply the
theorem to the cases when g is of rank 2, of type An , and of type A(1)n&1 ,
respectively.
In preparing this paper, we received the preprint ‘‘Crystal Bases and
Young Tableaux’’ by G. Cliff. That paper describes the image of the
Kashiwara embedding for the types A, B, C, D and some special reduced
expressions. The method used in the preprint is different from ours. It
seems that the method cannot be applied to affine algebras or more general
KacMoody algebras, or even to other reduced expressions for classical Lie
algebras. In a forthcoming paper, polyhedral realizations will be described
not only for B() but also for the irreducible g-modules.
This work was partially done during the stay of T. N. at Northeastern
University. He is grateful to the colleagues there for their kind hospitality.
The work of A.Z. was partially supported by NSF Grant DMS-9625511.
2. PRELIMINARIES ON CRYSTALS
2.1. Definition of Uq(g)
Let g be a symmetrizable KacMoody algebra over Q with a Cartan
subalgebra t, a weight lattice P/t*, the set of simple roots [:i : i # I]/t*,
and the set of coroots [hi : i # I]/t, where I is a finite index set (see [13]
for the background on KacMoody algebras). Let (h, *) be the pairing
between t and t*, and (:, ;) be an inner product on t* such that (:i , :i) #
2Z0 and (hi , *)=2(:i , *)(:i , :i) for * # t*. Let P*=[h # t : (h, P) /Z].
As in [7], we define the quantized universal enveloping algebra Uq(g) to
be an associative Q(q)-algebra generated by the ei , fi (i # I), and qh(h # P*)
satisfying the following relations:
q0=1, and qhqh$=qh+h$, (2.1)
qheiq&h=q(h, :i)ei , qhfi q&h=q&(h, :i)fi , (2.2)
ei fj& fjei=$i, j (ti&t&1i )(qi&q
&1
i ), (2.3)
:
1&(hi , :j)
k=1
(&1)k x (k)i xjx
(1&(hi , :j)&k)
i =0, (i{ j ) (2.4)
where the symbol xi in (2.4) stands for ei or fi , and we set qi=q(:i , :i)2,
ti=qhii , [l] i=(q
l
i&q
&l
i )(qi&q
&1
i ), [k] i!=>
k
l=1 [l] i , and x
(k)
i =x
k
i [k] i !.
It is well-known [4] that Uq(g) has a Hopf algebra structure with the
comultiplication 2 given by
2(qh)=qhqh, 2(ei)=ei t&1i +1ei , 2( fi)= fi1+ti fi ,
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for any i # I and h # P*. By this comultiplication, the tensor product of
Uq(g)-modules has a Uq(g)-module structure.
2.2. Definition of Crystals
The following definition of a crystal is due to M. Kashiwara [8, 9]; it is
motivated by abstracting some combinatorial properties of crystal bases. In
what follows we fix a finite index set I and a weight lattice P as above.
Definition 2.1. A crystal B is a set endowed with the following maps:
wt: B  P, (2.5)
=i : B  Z ? [&], .i : B  Z ? [&] for i # I, (2.6)
e~ i : B  B ? [0], f i : B  B ? [0] for i # I. (2.7)
Here 0 is an ideal element which is not included in B. These maps must
satisfy the following axioms: for all b, b1 , b2 # B, we have
.i (b)==i (b)+(hi , wt(b)) , (2.8)
wt(e~ i b)=wt(b)+:i if e~ ib # B, (2.9)
wt( f i b)=wt(b)&:i if f ib # B, (2.10)
e~ i b2=b1 if and only if f ib1=b2 , (2.11)
if =i (b)= &, then e~ i b= f ib=0. (2.12)
The above axioms allow us to make a crystal B into a colored oriented
graph with the set of colors I. This means that each edge of the graph is
labeled with some i # I; we write b1 w
i b2 for an oriented edge from b1 to
b2 labeled with i.
Definition 2.2. The crystal graph of a crystal B is a colored oriented
graph given by the rule: b1 w
i b2 if and only if b2= f ib1 (b1 , b2 # B).
Definition 2.3. (i) Let B1 and B2 be crystals. A morphism of crystals
: B1  B2 is a map : B1  B2 ? [0] satisfying the following conditions:
wt((b))=wt(b), =i ((b))==i (b),
(2.13)
.i ((b))=.i (b) if b # B1 and (b) # B2 ,
(e~ ib)=e~ i(b) if b # B1 satisfies (b){0 and (e~ ib){0, (2.14)
( f i b)= f i(b) if b # B1 satisfies (b){0 and ( f ib){0. (2.15)
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(ii) A morphism of crystals : B1  B2 is called strict if the map
: B1  B2 ? [0] commutes with all e~ i and f i. An injective strict morphism
is called an embedding of crystals.
For crystals B1 and B2 , we define their tensor product B1B2 as
follows:
B1B2=[b1b2 : b1 # B1 , b2 # B2], (2.16)
wt(b1 b2)=wt(b1)+wt(b2), (2.17)
=i (b1 b2)=max(=i (b1), =i (b2)&(hi , wt(b1)) ), (2.18)
.i (b1 b2)=max(.i (b2), .i (b1)+(hi , wt(b2)) ), (2.19)
e~ i (b1 b2)={e~ ib1b2b1e~ ib2
if .i (b1)=i (b2)
if .i (b1)<=i (b2),
(2.20)
f i (b1 b2)={ f
 ib1b2
b1 f ib2
if .i (b1)>=i (b2)
if .i (b1)=i (b2).
(2.21)
Here b1b2 is just another notation for an ordered pair (b1 , b2), and we
set b10=0b2=0. Let C(I, P) be the category of crystals with the
index set I and the weight lattice P. Then  is a functor from C(I, P)_
C(I, P) to C(I, P) that makes C(I, P) a tensor category [14]. In particular,
the tensor product of crystals is associative: the crystals (B1B2)B3 and
B1 (B2 B3) are isomorphic via (b1 b2)b3 W b1 (b2 b3).
We conclude this subsection with an example of a crystal that will be
needed later.
Example 2.4. For i # I, the crystal Bi :=[(x) i : x # Z] is defined by
wt((x) i)=x:i , =i ((x) i)=&x, .i ((x) i)=x,
=j ((x) i)= &, .j ((x) i)=& for j{i,
e~ i (x)i=(x+1) i , f i (x) i=(x&1) i ,
e~ j (x) i= f j (x) i=0 for j{i.
2.3. Crystal Base of U&q (g) and the Crystal B()
In this subsection we introduce the crystal B(), our main object of
study. All the results below are due to M. Kashiwara [7]. Let U&q (g) be
the subalgebra of Uq(g) generated by [ fi]i # I . By Lemma 3.4.1 in [7], for
any u # U&q (g) and i # I, there exist unique u$, u" # U
&
q (g) such that
ei u&uei=
ti u"&t&1i u$
qi&q&1i
. (2.22)
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We define the endomorphisms ei$ and ei" of U&q (g) by setting ei$(u)=u$ and
ei"(u)=u". For any i # I, we have the direct sum decomposition
U&q (g)= 
k0
f (k)i Ker ei$. (2.23)
Using this, we can define the endomorphisms e~ i and f i of U&q (g) by
e~ i ( f (k)i u)= f
(k&1)
i u, and f i ( f
(k)
i u)= f
(k+1)
i u for u # Ker ei$.
(2.24)
Let A/Q(q) be the subring of rational functions that are regular at
q=0. Let L() be the left A-submodule of U&q (g) generated by all the
elements f il } } } f i1 } 1 with l0 and ij # I. Then L()qL() is a Q-vector
space. We define a subset B()/L()qL() to be the set of all non-
zero elements of the form f il } } } f i1 } 1 mod qL(). The pair (L(), B()) is
called the crystal base of U&q (g). It satisfies the following properties:
(i) L() is a free A-submodule of U&q (g), and U
&
q (g) $
Q(q)A L().
(ii) B() is a basis of the Q-vector space L()qL().
(iii) The endomorphisms e~ i and f i preserve L(), and so act on
L()qL().
(iv) For any i # I, we have e~ i B()/B() ? [0] and f iB()
/B().
(v) For u, v # B(), we have f i u=v if and only if e~ i v=u.
We denote by u # B() the image of 1 under the projection L() 
L()qL(), and define the weight function wt: B()  P by wt(b) :=
&(:i1+ } } } +:il) for b= f il } } } f i1 u . We define integer-valued functions =i
and .i on B() by
=i (b) :=max[k: e~ ki b{0], .i (b) :=(hi , wt(b))+=i (b).
An easy check shows that B() equipped with the operators e~ i and f i , and
with the functions wt, =i and .i is a crystal.
2.4. Kashiwara Embeddings of B()
Consider the additive group
Z :=[(..., xk , ..., x2 , x1) : xk # Z and xk=0 for k>>0]; (2.25)
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we will denote by Z0/Z
 the subsemigroup of nonnegative sequences.
To the rest of this section, we fix an infinite sequence of indices @=
(..., ik , ..., i2 , i1) from I such that
ik{ik+1 and >[k: ik=i]= for any i # I. (2.26)
Following Kashiwara [8], we will associate to @ a crystal structure on Z
and the embedding of crystals
9@ : B() / Z, (2.27)
which we call the Kashiwara embedding.
The crystal structure on Z corresponding to @ is defined as follows. Let
x =(..., xk , ..., x2 , x1) # Z. For k1, we set
_k(x ) :=xk+ :
j>k
(hik , :ij) xj . (2.28)
Since xj=0 for j>>0, the form _k(x ) is well-defined, and _k(x )=0 for
k>>0. For i # I, let _(i )(x ) :=maxk: ik=i _k(x ), and
M (i )=M (i )(x ) :=[k: ik=i, _k(x )=_(i )(x )].
Note that _(i )(x )0, and that M (i )=M (i )(x ) is a finite set if and only if
_(i )(x )>0. Now we define the maps e~ i : Z  Z ? [0] and f i : Z  Z
by setting
( f i (x ))k=xk+$k, min M (i) ; (2.29)
(e~ i (x ))k=xk&$k, max M (i ) if _(i )(x )>0; otherwise e~ i (x )=0. (2.30)
We also define the weight function and the functions =i and .i on Z by
wt(x ) :=& :

j=1
xj:ij , =i (x ) :=_
(i )(x ), .i (x ) :=(hi , wt(x )) +=i (x ).
An easy check shows that these maps make Z into a crystal. We will
denote this crystal by Z@ . Note that, in general, the semigroup Z

0 is not
a subcrystal of Z@ since it is not stable under the action of e~ i’s.
The Kashiwara embedding is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.5. There is a unique embedding of crystals
9@ : B() / Z0/Z

@ , (2.31)
such that 9@ (u)=(..., 0, ..., 0, 0).
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Proof. The uniqueness of 9@ follows from the fact that every element of
B() is obtained from u by a sequence of operators f i . To prove the
existence, we show that 9@ can be obtained by iterating the following
construction. Recall that to every i # I we associate a crystal Bi as in
Example 2.4.
Theorem 2.6 ([8]). For any i # I, there is a unique embedding of
crystals
9i : B() / B()Bi , (2.32)
such that 9i (u)=u (0) i .
An explicit formula for 9i is given as follows. Let x [ x* be the
Q(q)-algebra antiautomorphism of Uq(g) given by:
ei*=ei , f i*= fi , (qh)*=q&h. (2.33)
It is proved in [8, Theorem 2.1.1] that this anti-automorphism preserves
L(), and that the induced action on L()qL() preserves the crystal
B(). Now for b # B() we have: 9i (b)=b$ (&a) i , where a==i (b*)0
and b$=(e~ ai (b*))*.
Returning to the Kashiwara embedding 9@ , take any b # B() and
define the elements b0 , b1 , b2 , ... of B() and non-negative integers
a1 , a2 , ... recursively by:
b0=b, 9ik(bk&1)=bk  (&ak) ik (k1). (2.34)
The definitions readily imply that bk=u and ak=0 for k>>0. Thus, the
sequence (..., ak , ..., a2 , a1) belongs to Z0, and we set
9l (b)=(..., ak , ..., a2 , a1).
The injectivity of 9@ follows from that of the 9ik . To complete the proof
of Theorem 2.5, it remains to show that 9@ : B() / Z@ is an embedding
of crystals. Tracing the definition of 9@ and using Theorem 2.6, we only need
to check the following: if we identify a sequence (..., 0, 0, ak , ..., a2 , a1) # Z@
with an element u  (&ak) ik  } } }  (&a2) i2  (&a1) i1 of the tensor
product of crystals B()Bik  } } } Bi2 Bi1 for some k>>0, then the
crystal structure on Z@ agrees with that of B()Bik  } } } Bi2 Bi1 .
This is a direct consequence of our definitions and Lemma 1.3.6 in [8].
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.5. K
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Remark. The recursive definition (2.34) of the Kashiwara embedding
can be reformulated as follows: if 9@ (b)=(..., ak , ..., a2 , a1) then each ak is
given by
ak==ik(e~
ak&1
ik&1
} } } e~ a1i1 b*)=max[a : e~
a
ik
e~ ak&1ik&1 } } } e~
a1
i1
b*{0]. (2.35)
This is the crystal version of the string parametrization introduced in
Section 2 of [2]. It is not hard to show that, in the terminology of [2],
9@ (b) is the string of b* (more precisely, of the global basis vector corre-
sponding to b*) in direction @. Passing from the e~ i to the f i transforms
(2.35) into one more equivalent description of the Kashiwara embedding:
the sequence (..., ak , ..., a2 , a1)=9@ (b) is uniquely determined by the condi-
tions that
b*= f a1i1 f
a2
i2
} } } u , and e~ ik&1( f
ak
ik
f ak+1ik+1 } } } u)=0 for k>1. (2.36)
In the rest of the paper we deal with the following
Main Problem. Describe explicitly the image of 9@ .
3. POLYHEDRAL REALIZATIONS OF B()
3.1. Piecewise-Linear Transformations Sk
We will retain the notation introduced above. In particular, we fix a
sequence of indices @ :=(ik)k1 as in (2.26). Consider the infinite dimen-
sional vector space
Q :=[x =(..., xk , ..., x2 , x1) : xk # Q and xk=0 for k>>0],
and its dual (Q)* :=Hom(Q, Q). We will write a linear form . # (Q)*
as .(x )=k1 .kxk (.j # Q).
For every k1, we define k(+) to be the minimal index j such that j>k
and ij=ik . We also define k(&) to be the maximal index j such that j<k
and ij=ik ; if ij{ik for 1 j<k, then we set k(&)=0. Let ;k # (Q)* be a
linear form given by
;k(x )=_k(x )&_k(+)(x ), (3.1)
where the forms _k are defined by (2.28). Since (hi , :i) =2 for any i # I, we
have
;k(x )=xk+ :
k< j<k(+)
(hik , :ij) xj+xk(+) . (3.2)
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We will also use the convention that ;0(x )=0 for all x # Q. Using this
notation, for every k1, we define a piecewise-linear operator Sk=Sk, @ on
(Q)* by
Sk(.) :={.&.k ;k.&.k ;k(&)
if .k>0,
if .k0.
(3.3)
An easy check shows that (Sk)2=Sk .
3.2. Main Theorem
For a sequence @=(ik)k1 satisfying (2.26), we denote by 5@/(Q)* the
subset of linear forms that are obtained from the coordinate forms xj by
applying transformations Sk=Sk, @ (see (3.3)). In other words, we set
5@ :=[Sjl } } } Sj2 Sj1 xj0 : l0, j0 , ..., jl1]. (3.4)
Recall that, for k1, the condition k(&)=0 means that ij{ik for 1< j<k.
We will impose on @ the following positivity assumption:
if k(&)=0 then .k0 for any .=: .j xj # 5@ . (3.5)
Now we are in a position to formulate our main result.
Theorem 3.1. Let @ be a sequence of indices satisfying (2.26) and the
positivity assumption (3.5). Let 9@ : B() / Z0 be the corresponding
Kashiwara embedding. Then the image Im(9@) is equal to
7@ :=[x # Z0/Q
 : .(x)0 for any . # 5@]. (3.6)
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.5, the image Im(9@) is a subcrystal of Z@
obtained by applying the operators f i to 9@ (u)=09 =(..., 0, 0, 0); in
particular, Im(9@)/Z0. Since 09 # 7@ , the inclusion Im(9@)/7@ follows
from the fact that 7@ is closed under all f i . Let us prove this fact. Let x =
(..., x2 , x1) # 7@ and i # I, and suppose that f ix =(..., xk+1, ..., x2 , x1)
(in particular, ik=i ). We need to show that
.( f i x )0 (3.7)
for any .= .jxj # 5@ . Since .( f i x )=.(x )+.k.k , it is enough to
consider the case when .k<0. By (3.5), we have k(&)1. Remembering
(2.29), we have _k(x )>_k(&)(x ) and then by (3.1), we conclude that
;k(&)(x )=_k(&)(x )&_k(x ) &1.
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It follows that
.( f ix )=.(x )+.k
.(x )&.k;k(&)(x )
=(Sk.)(x )0,
since Sk. # 5@ . This proves the inclusion Im(9@)/7@ .
To prove the reverse inclusion 7@/Im(9@), we first show that 7@ is
a subcrystal of Z@ , i.e., that e~ i7@/7@ ? [0] for any i # I. Let x =
(..., x2 , x1) # 7@ and i # I, and suppose that e~ i x =(..., xk&1, ..., x2 , x1); in
particular, ik=i. We need to show that
.(e~ i x )0, (3.8)
for any .= .jxj # 5@ . Since .(e~ ix )=.(x )&.k&.k , it is enough to
consider the case when .k>0. Remembering (2.30), we have _k(x )>
_k(+)(x ) and then by (3.1), we conclude that
;k(x )=_k(x )&_k(+)(x )1.
It follows that
.(e~ ix )=.(x )&.k
.(x )&.k;k(x )
=(Sk.)(x )0,
since Sk . # 5@ .
To complete the proof of the inclusion 7@/Im(9@), we make the
following observation: if x # Z0, @ and x {09 then e~ ix {0 for some i # I.
(Indeed, one can take i=ij , where j is the maximal index such that xj>0).
Since 7@/Z0 , we conclude that every x # 7@ can be transformed to 09 by
a sequence of operators e~ i . By (2.11), x is obtained from 09 by a sequence
of operators f i , hence belongs to Im(9@), and we are done. K
3.3. Remarks on the Positivity Assumption
In this subsection, we shall give some equivalent reformulations of the
positivity assumption (3.5). This will allow us to sharpen Theorem 3.1.
We retain all the previous notation; in particular, we fix a sequence @
satisfying (2.26).
For every k1, we introduce the transformations Ek , Fk : Z 
Z ? [0] that act on x =(..., x2 , x1) by
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Ek(x ) :={(..., xk&1, ..., x2 , x1)0
if ;k(x )>0,
otherwise.
(3.9)
Fk(x ) :={(..., xk+1, ..., x2 , x1)0
if ;k(&)(x )<0 or k(&)=0,
otherwise.
(3.10)
Comparing these definitions with (2.29) and (2.30), we see that the
operators e~ i and f i can be written as
e~ i=Emax M (i ) , f i=Fmin M (i ) . (3.11)
Let 8=8@/Z be the set of all x obtained from 09 =(..., 0, 0) by applying
transformations Ek and Fk . Let 8+/8 be the set of all x obtained from
09 by applying the Fk . Recall also the definitions (3.4) of the set of linear
forms 5=5@ , and (3.6) of the subset 7=7@/Z0. We will say that a
transformation Sk acts positively on a linear form . if .k>0, i.e., the first
possibility in (3.3) is realized. We define 5+/5 to be the set of forms
obtained from the coordinate forms xj by applying positive actions of the
transformations Sk . Let
7+=[x # Z0 : .(x)0 for any . # 5
+]. (3.12)
The sets 8, 8+, 7, and 7+ are related to each other and to the image
Im(9@) of the Kashiwara embedding as follows (note that we do not
assume (3.5) here).
Proposition 3.2. We have
7/7+/Im(9@)/8+/8. (3.13)
Proof. The inclusions 7 / 7+ and 8+/ 8 are obvious. Since every
x # Im(9@) is obtained from 09 by applying the f i , the inclusion
Im(9@)/8+ follows from the second equality in (3.11). The remaining
inclusion 7+/Im(9@) is proved by the same argument as the inclusion
7@/Im(9@) in Theorem 3.1 (it is seen by inspection that this argument
does not use (3.5)). K
Remark. Note that the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.1
establishes the following inclusions:
Ek7/7 ? [0], Ek7+/7+ ? [0] for any k1. (3.14)
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Theorem 3.3. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) All the inclusions in (3.13) are equalities.
(ii) 8/Z0.
(iii) 5 satisfies the positivity assumption (3.5).
Proof. The implication (i) O (ii) is obvious since 8+/Z0. To prove
(iii) O (i), we notice that (3.5) implies the following companion of (3.14):
Fk 7/7 ? [0] for any k1; (3.15)
this is proved by the same argument as the fact that 7 is closed under all
f i in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Combining (3.14) and (3.15), we conclude
that 8/7, which implies (i).
It remains to prove (ii) O (iii). We will deduce this from the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.4. The set of linear forms that take nonnegative values on 8, is
closed under all transformations Sk .
Proof. Suppose .(x )=k1 .kxk0 for all x # 8. Take any x # 8. We
need to show that Sk .(x )09 for any k1. First suppose that .k>0, i.e.,
Sk .=.&.k;k . If ;k(x )0 then Sk .(x ).(x )0; so we can assume
that ;k(x )=l>0. Using (3.2) and (3.9), we conclude that (Ek) l x # 8, and
Sk .(x )=.(x )&l.k=.((Ek) l x )0,
as required.
It remains to consider the case when .k<0, i.e., Sk .=.&.k;k(&) . If
;k(x )0 then Sk.(x ).(x )0; so we can assume that ;k(x )=&l<0.
Using (3.2) and (3.10), we conclude that (Fk) l x # 8, and
Sk .(x )=.(x )+l.k=.((Fk) l x )0,
as required. K
Now we can complete the proof of (ii) O (iii). By (ii) and Lemma 3.4,
every form . # 5 takes nonnegative values on 8 since . is obtained from
some coordinate form xj by applying the transformations Sk , and xj is
nonnegative on 8. In particular, if k(&)=0 for some k1 then
.k=.(Fk 09 )0,
which proves (3.5). Theorem 3.3 is proved. K
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Remarks. (a) Using Theorem 3.3, one can produce several other
equivalent reformulations of (3.5). For instance, each of the following two
conditions is also equivalent to (3.5):
(iv) 7=7+;
(v) 8=8+
(the implications (i) O (iv) O (iii) and (i) O (v) O (ii) are obvious).
(b) It would be interesting to know if (3.5) holds for any sym-
metrizable KacMoody algebra and any sequence @. This will be true in all
the examples considered in the rest of the paper. In fact, in all these
examples we will have 5=5+, which is stronger than the condition (iv)
above.
3.4. Periodic Case
In the subsequent sections we shall only treat the following special
infinite sequence @. We fix some linear ordering of the index set I, i.e.,
identify I with [1, 2, ..., n]. Then we take
@=(..., n, ..., 2, 1, ..., n, ..., 2, 1, n, ..., 2, 1).
In other words, ik=k , where k # [1, 2, ..., n] is congruent to k modulo n.
We call this sequence @ periodic. Relative to the periodic sequence, the
above notation simplifies as follows.
First of all, for any k1 we have k(+)=k+n; we also have k(&)=k&n
if k>n, and k(&)=0 if kn. The forms ;k take the form
;k(x )=xk+ :
k+n&1
j=k+1
(hk , : } ) xj+xk+n ,
and the transformations Sk can be written as
.&.k;k if .k0,
Sk(.) :={.&.k;k&n if k>n, .k<0, (3.16). if 1kn, .k<0.
Finally, the positivity assumption (3.5) in Theorem 3.1 takes the form
.i0 for any i=1, 2, ..., n and .=: .jxj # 5@ . (3.17)
This means that, for . # 5@ , the third opportunity in (3.16) is never
realized.
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4. RANK 2 CASE
In this section, we specialize Theorem 3.1 to the KacMoody algebras of
rank 2. We will give an explicit description of the image of the Kashiwara
embedding. This description sharpens the one given by Kashiwara in
[8, Sect. 2].
Without loss of generality, we can and will assume that I=[1, 2], and
@=(..., 2, 1, 2, 1). Let the Cartan data be given by:
(h1 , :1) =(h2 , :2)=2, (h1 , :2) =&c1 , (h2 , :1) =&c2 .
Here we either have c1=c2=0, or both c1 and c2 are positive integers. We
set *=c1c2&2, and define the integer sequence al=al (c1 , c2) for l0 by
setting a0=0, a1=1 and, for k1,
a2k=c1Pk&1(*), a2k+1=Pk(*)+Pk&1(*), (4.1)
where the Pk(*) are Chebyshev polynomials given by
Pk(:+:&1)=
:k+1&:&k&1
:&:&1
. (4.2)
Equivalently, the generating function for Chebyshev polynomials is given
by
:
k0
Pk(*)zk=(1&*z+z2)&1. (4.3)
The several first Chebyshev polynomials and terms al are given by
P0(*)=1, P1(*)=*, P2(*)=*2&1, P3(*)=*3&2*,
a2=c1 , a3=c1c2&1, a4=c1(c1 c2&2),
a5=(c1 c2&1)(c1 c2&2)&1, a6=c1(c1c2&1)(c1c2&3),
a7=c1 c2(c1c2&2)(c1 c2&3)&1.
Let lmax=lmax(c1 , c2) be the minimal index l such that al+1<0 (if al0 for
all l0, then we set lmax= +). By inspection, if c1c2=0 (resp. 1, 2, 3)
then lmax=2 (resp. 3, 4, 6). Furthermore, if c1c23 then almax=0 and al>0
for 1l<lmax . On the other hand, if c1c24, i.e., *2, it is easy to see
from (4.2) or (4.3) that Pk(*)>0 for k0, hence al>1 for l1; in par-
ticular, in this case lmax=+.
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Theorem 4.1. In the rank 2 case, the image of the Kashiwara embedding
is given by
Im(9@)={(..., x2 , x1) # Z0: xk=0 for k>lmax ,alxl&al&1xl+10 for 1l<lmax= .
(4.4)
Proof. We will deduce our theorem from Theorem 3.1. Thus, our first
goal is to describe the set of linear forms 5@ (see (3.4)), and to check the
positivity assumption (3.17). For k1 and 0l<lmax , we set
. (l )k =Sk+l&1 } } } Sk+1Skxk ; (4.5)
in particular, . (0)k =xk . We also define al$=al (c2 , c1), i.e., the numbers al$
are given by (4.1) with c1 replaced by c2 .
Lemma 4.2. (i) If k is odd then . (l )k =al+1xk+l&alxk+l+1; if k is even
then . (l )k =a$l+1xk+l&al$xk+l+1.
(ii) If c1c23, i.e., lmax< +, then . (lmax&1)k =&xk+lmax .
(iii) The set 5@ consists of all linear forms . (l )k with k1 and 0
l<lmax .
(iv) The set 5@ satisfies the positivity assumption (3.17).
Proof. (i) In view of periodicity, it is enough to show that .(l )1 =
al+1xl+1&alxl+2 for 0llmax . We prove this by induction on l. The
claim is obviously true for l=0, since a0=0 and a1=1. So let us assume
that the claim is true for some . (l )1 such that both al and al+1 are positive;
we need to show that the claim is then true for . (l+1)1 . By (3.16),
. (l+1)1 =Sl+1 .
(l )
1 =.
(l )
1 &al+1;l+1=al+1 xl+1&alxl+2&al+1 ;l+1 ,
where the forms ;l are given by
;2k&1(x )=x2k&1&c1 x2k+x2k+1 ,
;2k(x )=x2k&c2x2k+1+x2k+2.
Therefore, .(l+1)1 =(c1 al+1&al) xl+2&al+1xl+3 if l is even, and .
(l+1)
1 =
(c2 al+1&al) xl+2&al+1xl+3 if l is odd. It remains to show that the
sequence (al) satisfies the recursions
a2k+2=c1a2k+1&a2k , a2k+1=c2 a2k&a2k&1 .
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These recursions follow from (4.1) with the help of the well-known recur-
sion Pk(*)=*Pk&1&Pk&2 for Chebyshev polynomials (the latter recursion
is an easy consequence of (4.3)).
(ii) Again it is enough to treat the case k=1. By part (i), we have
.(lmax&1)1 =almax xlmax&almax&1xlmax+1. So we only need to show that almax=0
and almax&1=1 in all the cases when c1 c23. This is just seen by
inspection.
(iii) We only need to show that the set of all linear forms . (l )k with
k1 and 0l<lmax is closed under all the transformations Sj . If l=0 then
the only Sj that acts non-trivially on . (0)k =xk is Sk , and we have
Sk xk=. (1)k . If 1l<lmax then, in view of (i), only Sk+1 and Sk+l+1 can
act non-trivially on . (l)k . By definition, Sk+l.
(l+1)
k . We complete the proof
by showing that Sk+l+1. (l )k =.
(l&1)
k . Once again, using periodicity we can
assume that k=1. Using (i) and (3.16), we have
Sl+2 . (l )1 =.
(l )
1 +al;l=Sl.
(l&1)
1 +al;l=(.
(l&1)
1 &al ;l)+al;l=.
(l&1)
1 ,
as claimed.
Finally, part (iv) is an immediate consequence of (i) and (iii). K
Now we return to the proof of Theorem 4.1. Using Theorem 3.1 and
parts (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 4.2, we conclude that
Im(9@)=7@=[(..., x2 , x1) # Z0 : .
(l )
k 0 for k1, 0l<lmax]. (4.6)
Comparing this with the desired answer (4.4), and using parts (i) and (ii)
of Lemma 4.2, it only remains to show that the inequalities . (l )k 0 in (4.6)
are redundant when k>1 and l<lmax&1, that is, they are consequences of
the remaining inequalities. We will prove this by showing that the
inequality . (l&1)k 0 with k>1 and l<lmax is a consequence of .
(l )
k&10.
As above, by using periodicity, it suffices to show that . (l )1 0 implies
.(l&1)2 0. By Lemma 4.2(i), we have
. (l)1 =al+1xl+1&al xl+2 , .
(l&1)
2 =al$xl+1&a$l&1xl+2 ,
which easily implies that
al+1. (l&1)2 =al$.
(l )
1 +(alal$&al+1 a$l&1) xl+2.
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To complete the proof, it suffices to show that alal$&al+1a$l&1>0 for all
l1. In fact, we claim that the numbers al and al$ satisfy the identity
al al$&al+1 a$l&1=1 (4.7)
for l1; this is a consequence of (4.1) and the following identities for
Chebyshev polynomials:
(*+2) Pk(*)2&(Pk+1(*)+Pk(*))(Pk(*)+Pk&1(*))=1,
(Pk(*)+Pk&1(*))2&(*+2) Pk(*) Pk&1(*)=1
(the latter identities follow readily from (4.2)). Theorem 4.1 is proved. K
Note that the cases when lmax<+, i.e., when the image Im(9@) is con-
tained in a lattice of finite rank, are precisely those when the KacMoody
algebra g is of finite type. If g is of type A1_A1 (resp. A2 , B2 or C2 , G2)
then lmax=2 (resp. 3, 4, 6). Not surprisingly, in each case lmax is the
number of positive roots of g.
In conclusion of this section, we illustrate Theorem 4.1 by the example
when c1=c2=2, i.e., g is the affine KacMoody Lie algebra of type A (1)1 .
In this case, we have *=c1c2&2=2. It follows at once from (4.3) that
Pk(2)=k+1; hence, (4.1) gives al=l for k0. We see that for type A (1)1 ,
the image of the Kashiwara embedding is given by
Im(9@)=[(..., x2 , x1) # Z0 : lxl&(l&1) xl+10 for l1]. (4.8)
5. An-CASE
In this section we shall apply Theorem 3.1 to the case when g=sln+1 is
of type An . We will identify the index set I with [1, n] :=[1, 2, ..., n] in the
standard way; thus, the Cartan matrix (ai, j=(hi , :j) )1i, jn is given by
ai, i=2, ai, j=&1 for |i& j |=1, and ai, j=0 otherwise. We will find the
image of the Kashiwara embedding Im(9@)/Z0 for the periodic sequence
@=(..., n, ..., 2, 1, ..., n, ..., 2, 1, n, ..., 2, 1).
To formulate the answer, it will be convenient for us to change the
indexing set for Z0 from Z1 to Z1_[1, n]. We will do this with the
help of the bijection Z1_[1, n]  Z1 given by ( j ; i ) [ ( j&1)n+i.
Thus, we will write an element x # Z0 as a doubly-indexed family
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(xj ; i) j1, i # [1, n] of nonnegative integers. We will adopt the convention that
xj ; i=0 unless j1 and i # [1, n]; in particular, xj ; 0=xj ; n+1=0 for all j.
Theorem 5.1. In the above notation, the image Im(9@) of the Kashiwara
embedding is the set of all integer families (xj ; i) such that xj ; i=0 for i+ j>
n+1, and x1; ix2; i&1 } } } xi ; 10 for 1in.
Proof. We will follow the proof of Theorem 4.1. So we first describe the
set of linear forms 5@ , and check the positivity assumption (3.17). To do
this, we need some terminology and notation. For ( j ; i ) # Z1_[1, n], we
will write the piecewise-linear transformation S ( j&1) n+i as Sj ; i ; if ( j ; i ) 
Z1_[1, n] then Sj ; i is understood as the identity transformation. For
l0 we set
S (l )j ; i :=Sj ; i+l&1 } } } Sj ; i+1Sj ; i . (5.1)
(again with the understanding that S (0)j ; i is the identity transformation). For
i # [1, n], by an i-admissible partition we will mean an integer sequence *=
(*1 , ..., *i) such that n+1&i*1 } } } *i0 (if we represent partitions
by Young diagrams in a usual way, then this condition means that the
diagram of * fits into the i_(n+1&i ) rectangle). For every ( j ; i ) #
Z1_[1, n] and an i-admissible partition *, we define the linear form . (*)j ; i
by
. (*)j ; i =S
(*i)
j+i&1; 1 } } } S
(*2)
j+1; i&1S
(*1)
j ; i xj ; i . (5.2)
Lemma 5.2. (i) The forms . (*)j; i are given by
. (*)j; i = :
i
k=1
(xj+k&1; i&k+1+*k&xj+k; i&k+*k ). (5.3)
(ii) If *k=n+1&i for k=1, ..., i then . (*)j; i =&xj+i; n+1&i .
(iii) The set 5@ consists of all linear forms . (*)j; i , where ( j; i ) # Z1_
[1, n] and * is an i-admissible partition.
(iv) The set 5@ satisfies the positivity assumption (3.17).
Proof. (i) We prove (5.3) by induction on |*|=*1+ } } } +*i . For
|*|=0, the sum on the right hand side of (5.3) telescopes to xj; i&xj+i; 0
=xj; i , as required. So we assume that |*|>0. Let k # [1, i ] be the maxi-
mal index such that *k>0, and let *$=(*1 , ..., *k&1 , *k&1, 0, ..., 0). By
(5.1) and (5.2),
. (*)j; i =Sj+k&1; i&k+*k .
(*$)
j; i .
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By the inductive assumption, (5.3) holds for . (*$)j; i ; in particular, the coef-
ficient of xj+k&1; i&k+*k in .
(*$)
j; i is equal to 1. By (3.16),
. (*)j; i =.
(*$)
j; i &;j+k&1; i&k+*k , (5.4)
where the forms ;j; i are given by
;j; i (x )=xj; i&xj; i+1&xj+1; i&1+xj+1; i . (5.5)
Here note that xj; i+1=0 if i=n and xj+1; i&1=0 if i=1. Expressing the
two summands on the right hand side of (5.4) via (5.3) and (5.5) respec-
tively, we see that (5.3) is also valid for . (*)j; i . This completes the proof
of (i).
(ii) This is just a special case of (5.3).
(iii) We only need to show that the set of forms . (*)j; i is closed under
all the transformations Sj $; i $ . An easy check using (5.3) and (5.5) shows
that the action of Sj $; i $ on . (*)j; i can be described as follows. For an i-admissible
partition *=(*1 , ..., *i ) and k=1, ..., i, we denote by *  k (resp. by *  k)
the sequence obtained from * by replacing *k with *k+1 (resp. with *k&1)
provided that this sequence is an i-admissible partition; otherwise, we set
*  k=* (resp. *  k=*). Then we have
. (*  k)j; i if ( j $; i $)=( j+k&1; i&k+1+*k),
Sj $; i $ . (*)j; i ={. (*  k)j; i if ( j $; i $)=( j+k; i&k+*k), (5.6). (*)j; i otherwise.
(iv) In view of (i) and (iii), it is enough to observe that the only
components that can occur in . (*)j; i with a negative coefficient are
xj+k; i&k+*k for some k1. Since j+k2, (3.17) follows. This completes
the proof of the lemma. K
Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. Using Theorem 3.1 and
parts (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 5.2, we conclude that Im(9@) is the set of all
nonnegative integer families (xj; i ) such that . (*)j; i 0 for all ( j; i ) # Z1_
[1, n] and all i-admissible partitions *. If i=1, and *=(l ) is a 1-admissible
partition (i.e., l # [1, n]) then (5.3) gives
. (l )j; 1=xj; l+1&xj+1; l . (5.7)
Combining the inequalities . (l )j; 10 with the inequalities xj+i; n+1&i0
provided by Lemma 5.2(ii), we obtain the desired set of inequalities in
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Theorem 5.1. It remains to show that all the inequalities .(*)j; i 0 are conse-
quences of the ones with i=1. But this follows at once from (5.3) and (5.7),
which can be written as
.(*)j; i = :
i
k=1
. (i&k+*k)j+k&1; 1 .
Theorem 5.1 is proved. K
6. A (1)n&1-CASE
In this section we shall apply Theorem 3.1 to the case when g is an affine
Lie algebra of type A (1)n&1 (also sometimes denoted by sln@). We will assume
that n3 since the case of A (1)1 was already treated above. We will identify
the index set I with [1, n] in the standard way; thus, the Cartan matrix
(ai, j=(hi , :j ) )1i, jn is given by ai, i=2, ai, j=&1 for |i&j |=1 or
|i&j |=n&1, and ai, j=0 otherwise. We will find the image of the
Kashiwara embedding Im(9@)/Z0 for the periodic sequence
@=(..., n, ..., 2, 1, ..., n, ..., 2, 1, n, ..., 2, 1).
To formulate the answer, we need some terminology and notation. For
any k1, let 5k=5k, @ denote the set of forms that can be obtained from
xk by a sequence of piecewise-linear transformations Sj (cf. (3.4)). In dealing
with 5k , we will use the shorthand
j; i[k] :=k&1+( j&1)(n&1)+i.
Thus, the correspondence ( j; i ) [ j; i[k] is a bijection between Z1_
[1, n&1] and Zk . This bijection transforms the usual linear order on
Zk into the lexicographic order on Z1_[1, n&1] given by
( j $; i $)<( j; i ) if j $< j or j $=j, i $<i.
We will consider integer ‘‘matrices’’ C=(cj; i ) indexed by Z1_[1, n&1],
and such that cj; i=0 for j>>0. With every such C and any k1 we
associate a linear form .C[k] on Z given by
.C[k]=:
j; i
cj; i xj; i[k] . (6.1)
For any ( j; i ) # Z1_[1, n&1], we set
sj; i=sj; i (C)=c1; i+c2; i+ } } } +cj; i .
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We will say that a matrix C (and each of the corresponding forms .C[k])
is admissible if it satisfies the following conditions:
sj; i0 for ( j; i ) # Z1_[1, n&1]. (6.2)
sj; i=$i, 1 for j>>0. (6.3)
:
( j $; i $)( j; i )
sj $; i $ j for any ( j; i ),withthe equality for j>>0. (6.4)
If sj; i>0 then sj $; i $>0 for some ( j $; i $) with ( j; i )<( j $; i $)( j+1; i ).
(6.5)
As an example, fix ( j; i ) and take C such that the only non-zero terms
sj $; i $ are sj; i=j and sj $; 1=1 for all j $> j. The admissibility conditions are
obviously satisfied, and the corresponding admissible forms .C[k] are given
by
.C[k]=jxj; i[k]+xj+1; 1[k]&jxj+1; i[k] .
In particular, if C0 is the matrix corresponding to ( j; i )=(1; 1) then
.C0[k]=xk .
Theorem 6.1. The image Im(9@) of the Kashiwara embedding is the set
of x # Z such that .C[k](x )0 for all admissible forms .C[k] .
Proof. The following lemma constitutes the main part of the proof.
Lemma 6.2. For any k1, the set 5k=5k, @ of forms that can be
obtained from xk by a sequence of piecewise-linear transformations Sj ,
consists of all admissible forms .C[k] .
Before proving this lemma, let us show that it implies our theorem. In
view of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that every admissible form satisfies
the positivity assumption (3.17). In other words, we need to show that, for
every admissible matrix C, all the entries c1; i (1in&1) and c2; 1 are
nonnegative. By (6.2), we have c1; i=s1; i0; so it remains to show that
c2; 10. Again using (6.2), if we assume c2; 1<0 then we must have
c1; 1=s2; 1&c2; 1>0. The proof of (3.17) is now completed by the following
lemma.
Lemma 6.3. The matrix C0 with the entries c1; 1=1, and cj; i=0 for
( j; i ){(1; 1), is the only admissible matrix with c1; 1>0.
Proof. Combining the condition c1; 1>0 with (6.2) and (6.4) (for
( j; i )=(1; n&1)), we conclude that s1; 1=c1; 1=1, and s1; i=0 for i{1.
Now (6.5) implies that s2; 1>0. Combining the latter condition with (6.2)
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and (6.4) (for ( j; i )=(2; n&1)), we conclude that s2; 1=1, and s2; i=0 for
i{1. Continuing in the same manner, we conclude that sj; i=$i, 1 for all
( j; i ), i.e., C=C0 . K
We now turn to the proof of Lemma 6.2. First let us show that, for any
k1, the set of admissible forms .C[k] is closed under all transformations
Sj; i[k] . Note that the forms ;j; i[k] are given by
;j; i[k]=xj; i[k]&xj; i+1[k]&xj+1; i[k]+xj+1; i+1[k] , (6.6)
with the convention that xj; n[k]=xj+1; 1[k] . The definitions readily imply
that Sj; i[k] .C[k]=.C$[k] , where the matrix C$ is obtained from C as
follows. If cj; i=0 then C$=C. Otherwise, we set sj $; i $=sj $; i $(C ) and
s$j $; i $=s j $; i $(C$). Then the only values s$j $; i $ that are different from sj $; i $ are
given by:
(I) If cj; i>0 then s$j; i=sj; i&cj; i=sj&1; i and s$j; i+1=sj; i+1+cj; i .
(II) If cj; i<0 then s$j&1; i&1=sj&1; i&1&cj; i and s$j&1; i=sj&1; i+
cj; i=sj; i .
Note that in case (II), if i=1 then (as shown above) we must have j>2,
and we identify the index ( j&1; i&1) with ( j&2; n&1). We need to show
that in both cases, the transformation C [ C$ preserves admissibility.
In both cases, the conditions (6.2) and (6.3) for C$ are obvious. To prove
that C$ satisfies (6.5), we notice that, in case (I),
s$j; i+1=sj; i+1+cj; i>0, sj; i=sj; i&1+cj; i>0;
similarly, in case (II),
s$j&1; i&1=sj&1; i&1&cj; i>0, sj&1; i=sj; i&cj; i>0.
The fact that C$ satisfies (6.5), is now a consequence of the following
lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Suppose the nonnegative integer families s=(sj; i ) and
s$=(s$j; i ) satisfy one of the following two sets of properties:
(i) For some ( j; i ), we have s$j; i=sj&1; i , sj; i>0, s$j; i+1>0, and
s$j $; i $=sj $; i $ for ( j $; i $) different from ( j; i ) and ( j; i+1).
(ii) For some ( j; i ), we have s$j&1; i=sj; i , sj&1; i>0, s$j&1; i&1>0, and
s$j $; i $=sj $; i $ for ( j $; i $) different from ( j&1; i&1) and ( j&1; i ).
Then if s satisfies (6.5), the same is true for s$.
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Proof. We will prove the statement in case (i), the argument in case (ii)
being very similar. The failure of (6.5) for s$ means that, for some ( j0 ; i0),
we have s$j0; i0>0 and s$j $; i $=0 for ( j0 ; i0)<( j $; i $)( j0+1; i0); we will
refer to this as the ( j0 ; i0)-violation. Since passing from s to s$ only affects
the entries ( j; i ) and ( j; i+1), the ( j0 ; i0)-violation for s$ can only occur
when ( j&1; i )( j0 ; i0)( j; i+1). Furthermore, since s$j; i+1>0, there is
no ( j0 ; i0)-violation for ( j&1; i )<( j0 ; i0)<( j; i+1). The ( j&1; i )-viola-
tion for s$ is impossible because s$j; i=sj&1; i=s$j&1; i . Finally, since sj; i>0,
the ( j; i+1)-violation for s$ would imply the ( j; i+1)-violation or the
( j; i )-violation for s, hence is also impossible. K
Continuing the proof of Lemma 6.2, the fact that C$ satisfies the remaining
condition (6.4) is obvious in case (I). In case (II), the failure of (6.4) for
C$ can only happen when C [ C$ affects the entries sj&1; 0=sj&2; n&1 and
sj&1; 1 for some j >2; this possible violation of (6.4) is
:
( j $; i $)<( j&1; 1)
s$j $; i $ j&1.
However, since C satisfies (6.4), we also have
:
( j $; i $)<( j; 1)
s$j $; i $= :
( j $; i $)<( j; 1)
sj $; i $ j&1.
Combining the last two inequalities and using (6.2), we conclude that
s$j&1; i $=0 for all i $ # [1, n&1]. But this contradicts the fact that C$ satisfies
(6.5), which we already established.
To complete the proof of Lemma 6.2, it is enough to show that every
admissible matrix C$ can be obtained from the matrix C0 by a sequence of
transformations of type (I) above. We introduce the linear order on the set
of admissible matrices by setting COC$ if sj; i>s$j; i for the minimal index
( j; i ) such that sj; i{s$j; i . In view of Lemma 6.3, C0 is minimal with respect
to this order. Note also that if C [ C$ is a transformation of type (I) then
COC$.
Now let C$ be an admissible matrix different from C0 . We will construct
an admissible matrix C such that C [ C$ is a transformation of type (I).
By Lemma 6.3, we have s$1; 1=c$1; 1=0. Let ( j0; i ) # Z1_[1, n&1] be the
minimal index such that s$j0 ; i+1>0 (the existence of ( j0 ; i ) is guaranteed by
(6.3)). We claim that, for some j  j0 ,
:
( j; i )<( j $; i $)( j+1; i )
s$j $; i $>1. (6.7)
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Indeed, assuming that (6.7) is false for all j  j0 , we would obtain
:
( j $; i $)( j; i )
s$j $; i $ j&j0< j
for j >>0, which contradicts (6.4). Let j j0 be the minimal index satisfying
(6.7). Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 6.3, we conclude that the only
non-zero terms s$j $; i $ for ( j0 ; i )( j $; i $)( j; i ) are s$j $; i+1=1 for j0 j $< j.
Furthermore, we have s$j; i+1>0, and if s$j; i+1=1 then s$j $; i $>0 for some
( j $; i $) with ( j; i+1)<( j $; i $)( j+1; i ). Now we define the matrix C by
setting sj; i=sj; i (C)=s$j; i+1, sj; i+1=s$j; i+1&1, and sj $; i $=s$j $; i $ for ( j $; i $)
different from ( j; i ) and from ( j; i+1). The definitions readily imply that
C is admissible and COC$, and that Sj; i : C [ C$ is a transformation of
type (I). Iterating this construction, we see that C$ can be obtained from
C0 by a sequence of transformations of type (I). This completes the proof
of Lemma 6.2 and then Theorem 6.1. K
Remarks. (a) A direct check using (6.6) shows that the form .C[k]
can also be written as
.C[k]=xk& :
( j; i )(1; 1)
dj; i[k] ;j; i[k] , (6.8)
where the coefficients dj; i[k] are given by
dj; i[k]=j& :
( j $; i $)( j; i )
sj $; i $ .
Thus, the meaning of (6.4) is that the sum in (6.8) is a (finite) nonnegative
linear combination of the ;j; i[k] .
(b) It would be interesting to find the minimal set of inequalities
defining lm(@), i.e., to eliminate the redundant linear forms among the
.C[k] .
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